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Since 1960, the Slovenian company Etiketa Tiskarna is a global provider and producer of
highly advanced, high-quality print solutions that are demanding in both an R&D and a
technological sense. The company produces the most sophisticated labels that can be

found on the bottles of prominent Slovenian wine growers. 

ETIKETA TISKARNA
Slovenia

ETICOD is currently a leading producer of self-adhesive labels, offering a diversified
portfolio including labels printed on aluminum foil, paper and other structural materials.
The company specializes in the production of advanced multilayer PEEL OFF labels, tickets
and labels for special applications.

ETICOD
Poland

Bulhosas is a Portuguese graphic arts company with over 85 years of experience,
combining tradition and innovation to create tailor-made solutions for different sectors,
from food and beverages to luxury cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. Its commitment to
excellence and innovation reinforces its position as a reliable partner in brand protection.

BULHOSAS
Portugal

Copidata was founded in 1970 focusing on the production of continuous forms for
computer. Nowadays, Copidata is a leader in areas such as labels and stickers, tickets,
printed napkins, envelopes and forms and is among the market's leading providers of

personalization and document management services.

COPIDATA
Portugal

Eikon was founded in February 1996 to produce self-adhesive labels. In 2008, it diversified
its product offer, by expanding into the production of shrink sleeves and tickets. To ensure

high-quality levels, the company has internal controls at all stages of its production.

AUTAJON LABELS EIKON
Portugal

Established in July 1995, Adhesivos Orcajada, S.A.L. is a Spanish label producing company
from Murcia with over 100 employees. The company develops technologies of flexographic
printing, offering a wide range of services and making it possible to obtain a finished
product meeting the best market conditions in terms of quality and price.

ADHESIVOS ORCAJADA, S.A.L.
Spain

www.sistrade.com
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Herzog Etiketten KG is a German company specializing in the printing of self-adhesive labels
for the tire, chemical, food and wine industries. The company's great advantage is its great
flexibility in executing new projects and short-term commitments.

HERZOG ETIKETTEN
Germany

Founded in 1979, Formato's core business is paper printing. In recent years the company
has invested in printing self-adhesive labels and tags. With four decades of existence,

Formato stands out for its technical precision, continuous technological development, and
its search for total customer satisfaction.

FORMATO
Portugal

LABELANDPACK company prints digital labels for IML, self-adhesive or wet-glue
applications. From the beginning of its existence the company invested in the

modernization of its facilities, equipment and cutting-edge software in order to create an
innovative production area aligned with the main pillars of Industry 4.0.

LABELANDPACK, S.A.
Portugal

Founded in 2008, Infinit Label is a modern company with a strategic vision, offering
innovative and high-quality solutions in the printing industry. While specializing in the
manufacturing of reel labels, they also produce packaging and all kinds of graphic material.

INFINIT LABEL
Portugal

Illochroma Haoneng is a leading international label manufacturer and has been part of
Haoneng Industries Corp., Ltd since 2011. The company offers a range of labels, from foil

and metalized paper labels to wet glue and pressure-sensitive labels.

ILLOCHROMA HAONENG
Belgium & Poland

Founded in 1985, Etiqembal is a company with a solid position in the Portuguese market,
more specifically in the graphic arts sector. Since its foundation, the company aims to
provide the best service to its customers, enabling them to compete with the best players in
the international flexographic printing market.

ETIQEMBAL - BAPTISTA DE LIMA, LDA.
Portugal

www.sistrade.com
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TRISAN PRINTING is a printing company founded in 2000, producing labels for food,
pharmaceutical and cosmetics companies. Following its growth strategy, the company
moved into new, spacious facilities and implemented Sistrade software as a part of its

technological evolution.

TRISAN PRINTING CO., LTD.
Thailand

ProPack was founded in Lebanon in 2018 with the intention of providing the latest &
highest technology in extrusion film, flexible packaging and labels manufacturing in the

Middle East. Propack has now carved out its particular niche in this market, being certified
by the biggest universal brands.

PROPACK
Lebanon

Salee Printing PCL. (SLP) is widely recognized for its innovations and the high quality of its
label products. Over the decades, SLP has continued to invest in cutting-edge technologies,
automating the process to achieve consistent, high-quality products. SPL's main business
areas are Personal and Household Care, Healthcare, Food, Beverages and special labels.

SALEE PRINTING PCL.
Thailand

Proempaques Ltda., is a company with over 35 years of experience, specializing in
producing self-adhesive labels and flexible packaging for the food, cosmetics, agrochemical
and pharmaceutical industry.

PROEMPAQUES LTDA.
Colombia

Lawaseq – Sticker Products Company – was founded in 1990 in Riyadh, with the goal of
creating the country’s leading player in the development and production of labels, tapes
and related packaging and promotional solutions.

LAWASEQ
Saudi Arabia

www.sistrade.com

Olegário Fernandes is a producer of cardboard boxes, self-adhesive label and wet-glue and
film labels. The company was established in 1922 and since then it has grown into a

company with 140 employees and 10.000 m2 premises, updated and automated
production lines and work equipment.

OLEGÁRIO FERNANDES
Portugal
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VOX, founded in 1975, operates in the label printing sector, demonstrating an unwavering
commitment to quality, operational excellence, and customer satisfaction. Over the years,
the company has consolidated its reputation as a sector leader, driven by a unique
combination of technical expertise, investment in cutting-edge technology, and a customer-
centric approach. 

VOX - ORGANIZAÇÃO INDUSTRIAL GRÁFICA, S.A.
Portugal

www.sistrade.com


